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This nee t ing is cruc i r:. l. 0 ur be. sic s trcnc th h:'.s al t:0.ys been a 

::.::-.~c. ue unr.nL1ity of ;>ui..~:Jose end rJutunl confidenc e in ourselves and 

che Ol:"3.C'.nizational structure \Jithin l:hich l/e \,Jerked . In order to 

:tcstorc this l·Je need t o n ':'. '.ce ..1nd inpler.:.ont severnl L:rportnnt <:'..nd 

bnsic decisions 2-t Bay St • . Louis. ~1e cannas afford the lu.."(:cry of 

rambling and inconclusive discussion which will leave us all 

spiritually pur ged but s till in organizational chaos. 

For this reason it is imperative that we , all of us, come to some 

agreement very early in the meeting about vo~ha t the real problems are 

and just V/hich decisions must come o ut of the meeting if we are to 

have some basis f or noving forward as an organization. 

It may '·Jell be that some of us looking over our unprecedented 

and rather sudden affluence r.1ay tend to take the existence and cent-

inued relevance of the organization for gr~~nted. This t'lould be a 

serious nnd cri 'c ical error; Our size, tJhile it increases our paten-

t ial to stimulate more radical changes in the society, is attended 

by much more criticr.l responsibilities and greate~ dangers. It 

means th~t we can ~xpect greater and more vicious opposition. It 

means also that much of our energy and vitality can be absorbed and 

dissipated internally by organizational inertia of a kind that we 

were never faced Hith when there were only 14 half-starved and · 

idealistic people on staff. We must not forget that the history of 

sod .. 2l r.1ovements in this country is strewn '·lith the remains and 

skeletons of groups which were once no less vital, no less dedicated 

no less positive than Sl'TCC, which hHve either not survived, or 

surviving, have done so in a manner bearing little relationship 

to their original purposes and goals. 

It \·Jould be ironic .:md tragic is SHCG were able to survive outside 

pressures -- beatings, killings terrorism -- and choke and strangle 
. 

on its oun size and affluence. So basically what we are going to 

have to do in Bay St. Louis is to begin to begin to take ourselves 

seriously, take our organizational responsibilities seriously, and 

to take the rules tl/e set down for ourselves seriously. 
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WHAT ARE THE B;~SIC ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

You have all seen the terribly long list of questions burning 'in 

the hearts of the staff. It is not realistic to expect that all of 

these can be practically or fruitfully discussed in general session. 

Even if it were possible, it is not certain that there would be much 

gain in discussing them all. ~Jhat we need to be clear about is just 

v.Jhat are the basic questions at the root of all the othGr problems 

on the list. We need to differentiate very clearly between those 

real and fundamental questions and the problems which merely derive 

from them and the general confusion. The few basic questions are 

I think: 

1. Uhat are the limits and identity of the SFCC staff? 

2. How is the organization structured so that the staff actually 

mal:es decisions'Z This tJill probably writing and approving a constitn 

3. Hm-J do administrative decisions Hhich have to do \'lith services 

and resources get made in a fair and representative 11ay. 

4. Certain basic decisions about the future programs and policies 

of SI~CC such· as the Black Belt ?reject and our relationship to 

locally organized groups. 

5. The whole question of staff discipline, efficiency and 

rRRponsibil~ty. Hm-1 do 1.;1e ensure that important jobs get done with 

more commnnication and cooperation betv1een the various parts of the 

organization. 

It also app<.~ront that these i 1basicil questions are all intprrli!'p .... u\.1~ 

-nt. Hm'l '<~e solve th~ probl.em . o£ rl.eri. s] on ma!d ne :i.rl sr·:cc will depend 

on hoN large our staff is and how large ~-to intend it to become. How 

we determine the size of our staff will depend on what kinds of pro-

grams t·Je project for the next year or ti'IO years. The 1vay tJe •.<Jrite 

our constitution \vill depend on certain political and philosophical 

decisions \'le reach about how \'le ore,q,nizfl and th~ way in which we 

define our relationship to the people tl/9 organize i.e. do local 

groups affiliate \vith us or with each other. ::Jhat are the implications 

of each of 1hese questions? ;:Je feel that these are the kinds of 

decisions that need to be made before we can think of moving on the 

longer list of derived problems. 
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It is difficult to decide which of these questions is the logical 

starting point to move into the others. Here let is begin with 

the question of --

VT!-IrtT IS SNCC ST.~F 

In the Bible v'.le head n For many are cz.lled but few are chosen ••• 

not everyone vrho saith Lord, Lord shall enter ••• " If we say that 

people receiving )ay-chec~~s are on staff, then say that paychecks are 

issued on the bas is of need one reaches the inevitable conclusion 

that SNCC's staff is the needy, wherever they rna¥ be. Clearly we need 

other objective criteria for determining the type of person we recruit 

as opposed to the myriad types we attract. This criteria for recruit

ment must be based on the job we decide to do and t he type of person 

in terms of attitudes, temperiment and skills to do this job. This 

leads directly to what in the way of discipline and responsibility to 

SNCC can t'le der11and from the staff. This is not as cold as it sounds 

cause it means responsibility to each other and our goals. This 

must come befo1•e ::my clisous5ion uf' decision making because who makes 

ciA ri.si.0u:s and what decisions are made are irrelevant if nobody abides 

by the decisi0n after its made. There are now over 200 persons on 

paid staff. Ho\"r much la.rger can we afford to become? 

expansion of the program throught the South? Can a working staff of 
•1,.,· • \I • :_JJ 

. . some three hundred people be expected to meet and make decidions? ., ~ 
~ ... 

, ... ·. 
y !!::specially if they are spread out throught the entire lower South? 

If "~e intend to expand our prograr.1s it seems clear that we need to 

.' Structure the organization democratically so that even if all staff 

is not present and voting it is at least represented through clear 

and fair channels. The laternative is to say all staff must parti-

cipate in ;,J.J. decision mR.ki np:, wh:i.ch must. result irt lirnit.ing the 

area in which He work. 

DECISION IV1AKING (policy) 

~le are all agreed that the entire organization must participate in 

deciding policy. This affects things like a black belt project or 

do we maintain nonviolence or do we buy guns and declare the revolu-

tion? This can be solved in meetings v1hich don't have to be more 
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questions there is the whole area of interpretation and implementation 

of the general policy, threshing out details and dealing with 

crises. Since a h~ge staff that can't agree ~o come to a meeting 

at a specific time then get there at that time can hardly be expected 

to iron out little details, or meet whenever there is a crisis, what 

most organizations do is elect a smaller body to meet regularly to 

handle such matters. S~CC will have to do the same; elect a represent

ative executive and coordinating committee, define their function 

\ 

and authority then nake the decision to have confidence in these groups 

-co do the job. It uould be great if everyone ::ould be on these bodies 

but it is impractical, unworkable and too expensive. So we structure 

these committees in a t~ay that meets our approval, elect people we have 

confidence in to them and thats it. ;------
ADMINISTRii.TIV:C DECISIOl-:3. 

Apart from those questions bearing on the nature and content of 

what we as an organization do, theie is the question of who are the 

people who administer the organization 1 s business day to day. These 

people will have power to w1ke important decisions too. These will 

h~ve to be made and it is childish and simplistic to expect that 

each and every one of us can be consulted every-time such a decision 

has to be made. This is a responsibility and power that we are just 

going to have to delegate to a few persons. Some of these decisions 

can and are made by concensus of office and project staff, others 

are going to have to be <lone by the officer Hho is responsible for that 

part of our business. Here there are two problems. One is creating 

a structure and procedure so that lf'Je, the staff, can have a real voice 

in these person's appointments and defining the responsibilities and 

authority of the appoir.tee. 

W~.feel that these are t he basic questions. Maybe to approach them 

we need to first reach agreement of precisely what our goals for the 

next few years are and what kind of an organization we are going to 

be. There may be a difference between what we would ideally like to 

be and what ~e are going to have to be in order to survive. But we 

feel that if some resolution of these questions raised here come out 

of the retreat v;e \Jill all be a little clearer about our identity 

and a little more confident in our ability to carry out our program 

/ 
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